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From the pen of America's master, Mark Twain, comes this classic and beloved story of boyhood

freedom.When we first met "the pariah of the villageâ€¦the son of the drunkard" in The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer, Tom was "under strict orders not to play with him," so he played with him every time

he got the chance. Twain took his most outrageous and outcast character (and perhaps the one he

loved the most), Huckleberry Finn, from that timeless tale and wrote his own adventures.This giant

work, in addition to entertaining boys and girls for generations, has defined the first-person novel in

America and continues to demand study, inspire reverence, and stir controversy in our time.This

novel is part of Brilliance Audio's extensive Classic Collection, bringing you timeless masterpieces

that you and your family are sure to love.
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Okay, we all know the plot, so there's no sense in rehashing it; but this book has generated a great

deal of heat and very little light lately, it's been banned in some school districts and attacked as

racist garbage, so this review will address the question: Is "Huckleberry Finn", in fact, a racist

book?The charge of racism stems from the liberal use of the N word in describing Jim. Some black

parents and students have charged that the book is humiliating and demeaning to

African-Americans and therefore is unfit to be taught in school. If there has been a racist backlash in

the classroom, I think it is the fault of the readers rather than the book."Huckleberry Finn" is set in

Missouri in the 1830's and it is true to its time. The narrator is a 13 year old, semi-literate boy who



refers to blacks by the N-word because he has never heard them called anything else. He's been

brought up to see blacks as slaves, as property, as something less than human. He gets to know

Jim on their flight to freedom (Jim escaping slavery and Huck escaping his drunken, abusive father),

and is transformed. Huck realizes that Jim is just as human as he is, a loving father who misses his

children, a warm, sensitive, generous, compassionate individual. Huck's epiphany arrives when he

has to make a decision whether or not to rescue Jim when he is captured and held for return to

slavery. In the culture he was born into, stealing a slave is the lowest of crimes and the perpetrator

is condemned to eternal damnation. By his decision to risk hell to save Jim, he saves his own soul.

Huck has risen above his upbringing to see Jim as a friend, a man, and a fellow human

being.Another charge of racism is based on Twain's supposed stereotyping of Jim.

Mark Twain's 1885 novel, "The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn," has had a long history, during

which it has been and still is both reviled and celebrated. Essentially the story of the picaresque

travels and adventures of a young Missouri boy and his friend Jim, a runaway slave, in 1840's

America. Taking cues from books like "Don Quixote" and Jonathan Swift's works, and a fraught

relationship to Sir Walter Scott's historical romances and those of his protege, James Fenimore

Cooper, Twain constructs a masterful first person narrative, through the eyes of 14 year old

Huckleberry and a profound and hilarious satire on American culture."Huckleberry Finn" begins in

tension - Huckleberry's fortune and wardship with the well-meaning widow Douglas has him in a

bind. The widow wants to 'sivilize' him, taking him out of the happy go lucky, easy going lifestyle he

loves, while his fortune of six thousand dollars has him living in perpetual anxiety of his father, a

violent drunkard whose absence only makes Huck more anxious about his return. When Huck's pap

does return, sure enough, Huck is remanded, more or less, to Pap's custody, and kept prisoner in a

secluded cabin. Though he is no longer being 'sivilized,' his time with Pap becomes more and more

tense and lonely, driving Huck to stage his own death and run away from Pap and from civilization.

Early in his escape, on a small island in the Mississippi River, he meets Jim, a slave from his town

of St. Petersburg, who has run away, planning to raise money in the north to buy his family out of

slavery. Together, Jim and Huck form a friendship that will take them up and down and all around

the Mississippi River."Huckleberry Finn" deals with a great many social issues, and none more

interestingly than with conventional morality.

Back during my school days this was still not a book that was considered to be politically incorrect

and so I was supposed to read it. As was far too often the case, I got by on little more than watching



the movie version and never bothered to read this masterpiece. A few months ago I picked up a

copy to put in my library for my grandson to use when he got old enough to go to school.

Unfortunately this has been classified as a children's book and so I had little intention of reading it

when I bought it.After discussing a book about President Grant and Mark Twain with a friend I

decided that I should read this book and I soon found out just how much of an adventure I had been

missing. Twain's well deserved reputation as a storyteller is on clear display in this book from cover

to cover. The reader is drawn into the lives of the characters to the point of being really disturbed

when something bad happens to them. Sure, they steal and they lie but you will love them in spite of

everything.The story basically follows the adventures of young Huckleberry Finn and a runaway

slave named Jim. Finn is trying to escape has father and the efforts of the townspeople to civilize

him while Jim is trying to escape slavery. More to the point, Jim is trying to escape being sold down

the river, which was always a worry for slaves in the upper south.There is a strong moral point to

this book as Huck slowly learns to love Jim as a friend and not think of his skin color. Early on Huck

is worried about helping a runaway slave and isn't sure what to do. Having been raised in Missouri,

Huck has been taught that helping a slave run away is one of the worst sins imaginable and that

African-Americans are pretty much worthless except as slaves.
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